New Hospital Codes
Standardized Patient Safety Codes

All hospital emergency security and clinical codes are being standardized across North Shore-LIJ. It is your responsibility to learn and understand each code in order to prioritize patient safety and quality.

- **CODE AMBER** — Pediatric or infant has been abducted or is missing
- **CODE FLIGHT** — Adult patient has eloped or is missing
- **CODE BLUE** — Adult Cardiac/Respiratory Arrest (plus announce location)
- **CODE WHITE** — Pediatric Cardiac/Respiratory Arrest (plus announce location)
- **CODE 100** — Neonatal Resuscitation (plus announce location)
- **CODE GRAY** — Security Stat (plus announce location)
- **CODE GREEN** — Security Stat (plus announce location) violence with a weapon
- **CODE GREEN ACTIVE** — Security Stat (plus announce location) active shooter
- **CODE HICS** — Activation of EOP (plus activation level I, II, III, IV)
- **CODE DECON** — Chemical spill or ED presentation with unknown fluid
- **CODE RED** — Fire (plus announce location)
- **CODE STROKE** — Activation of Stroke Team (plus announce location)
- **CODE TRAUMA** — Activation of Trauma Team (plus announce location)
- **CODE FUSION** — Transfusion Emergency (plus announce location)
- **RAPID RESPONSE** — Activation of Rapid Response Team (Plus Medical/ Surgical Pediatric and location)
- **STAT RESPONSE BY DEPARTMENT** — Announce Service STAT to location (e.g. ED)
- **ALL CLEAR** — Announced twice following resolution of incident
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